2020/07/02 Start: 15:32 UTC End: 16:23 UTC
Participants: Steve McManus, Shane Kerr, Matt Griswold, Filiz Yilmaz, Arnold Nipper, Yan
Berthier
Agenda:
● Filiz announced July is her last month as Product Manager
● June release status
○ has gone out
● July release status (scheduled for July 29th)
○ The webinar will be after the beta release to give users the opportunity to look at
the release and have live data for the webinar
● Geolocation normalization
○ Having a quick session before starting to speccing out
○ Yan to set up a Doodle for this session
● Mirrors of PeeringDB hosted by others
○ One organization raised concerns about what happens if PeeringDB goes
away/goes down/messes with data
○ Some kind of communication to clarify our transparency, operational resilience
○ Background: Yan/CIRA is reached out about a public mirror of PeeringDB to be
hosted by CIRA. The main motivation is likely to be keeping data locally in CA.
○ There might be legitimate concerns. We should talk about why they may want to
do this and improve our communications/outreach
○ Yan to summarize the talking points
● Notification system https://github.com/peeringdb/peeringdb/issues/719
○ Is this the right thing to do first and when next
○ Let’s start simple with a News section on the website. Content is generated from
emails to the announce mailing list
○ We still can do more sophisticated things later
● Getting a designer to help review/suggest improvements for UX of PeeringDB
○ Got a UX designer @ FB who works on network products to volunteer to help us.
■ Do we want to look into the whole site? OR More specific parts of the
site?
○ How would we want to engage him? Ask to do a total overhaul? Focus on certain
problem areas? What pain points can we raise with the current design off our
heads or should we ask the community for input?
■ Collect use cases (adding an organisation, a network, association to an
IX, association to a facility)
■ Arnold to create a Google docs and then create a GH issue
● AOB:
○ Never-via-route-server stuff

SteveM: We should try to avoid this from happening again but given that we are a
volunteering org, let’s try to have the empathy to find a solution.

●

Progress on Data Ownership Policy issues
○ We will do a webinar to provide advance notice to users
○ We need to do this at least 2 Weeks (?) prior to the beta announcement, which
means at least 3 weeks before any release date
End of July - Early August is a possible date to release the Data Ownership Policy
issues implemented. We need to work out the dates of the Webinar back based on that.
Matt will send a mail, confirming the issue resulting from the spec doc.
Filiz will work out the Webinar with Arnold (Admin Com Chair) and SteveM (Product
COm Chair). Please also socialize with your network that these changes will be coming
once the social media posts are out and we know the dates.

●

How to handle notifications of upcoming changes to PeeringDB more gracefully?
We are trying to get attention to upcoming changes in many ways: mailing and social
media posts.
Job: Social media, conferences but we also tackled users individually as we deployed
RPKI at NTT.
Yan has an issue (719) related to that.
SteveM asked for a volunteer to take this. Noone did, so he took the torch. Arnold is
happy to assist.

●

Tracking budget
If we want to start tracking budget how do you want this to be handled? Steve will send a
follow-up proposal.

●

Location normalization proposal:
Some people looked at the document. There is a desire to improve location awareness
in PeeringDB. How to do that is the question.

If you haven't gotten the chance of looking at the doc pls do so asap.

